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The ‘Face of Suffrage’ artwork, a floor-based, 200 metre-square photo mosaic, was
made up of more than 3,700 images of females from across the West Midlands and
beyond.
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The ‘Face of Suffrage’ artwork, a floor-based, 200
metre-square photo mosaic, is made up of more
than 3,700 images of females from across the West
Midlands and beyond. When viewed from above, it
shows Hilda Burkitt, a leading face from the suffrage
movement in the West Midlands. The image is made
up of a combination of historical pictures of women
involved in the suffragette movement from the West
Midlands in the early 1900s and of females today
using photographs submitted by the public be part
of the commemoration.
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Evaline Hilda Burkitt was the first suffragette to
be forcibly fed – a total of 292 times. She had
a job at the Birmingham (Women’s Social and
Political Union Headquarters), near New Street
station, and threw a stone at Prime Minister
Asquith’s train as it pulled away, soon after he
attended a male-only budget meeting. She was
then imprisoned at Winson Green prison.
The artwork was on display until 14th December
2018 – 100 years since some women voted for
the first time.
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This picture of my mum Hyacinth Stone
holding my big brother Cornelius was taken in
London about 1964 . She is a beautiful mum...
a tower of strength and true inspiration.
- Nemonee

I feel very strongly that women’s rights are
not something that can, or should, ever be
taken for granted and I wanted to show my
family that I believe in and support this cause.
- Juliette

Women balance a lot, having to be so much
to so many people. My mum is now 74 and a
full-time writer in Chichester who travels the
world. She is my inspiration, my rock.
- Helen

Testimonials

Since its installation overnight on
November 15, the positive response
to the artwork has been huge, shared
and liked thousands of times on
social media. It has been an honour
for Network Rail to host the ‘Face of
Suffrage’, and for Birmingham New
Street station to become the canvas
for a piece of public art which has
captivated countless people.
Karen Hornby
Head of Performance & Customer
Relationship, Network Rail
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The project has brought together
new collaborators and partners, from
national rail infrastructure companies
to universities and women’s groups,
provided new opportunities for
emerging artists to contribute and
enabled everyone to take part by
providing their photographs of women,
from young children to older people.
Nicola Shipley
Director, GRAIN Projects

This project has been a huge success.
People travelled miles to see it and
have shared their appreciation with
countless selfies of themselves on
the artwork. Birmingham New Street
has set a precedent to be the perfect
location for contemporary public art.
Helen Marshall
Artist, The People’s Picture

